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CHAPTER 3

Deirdre Prins-Solani

The artist as autobiographer:
Lionel Davis’ images of Robben Island
“when you hear music, you hear a person, or you hear people, and you hear
everything about them in those moments. They reveal themselves in ways
that cannot be revealed any other way, and it contains historical truths
because of that” - Vijay Iyer1
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Indigenous names were replaced with
westernised or English names by the
colonial and apartheid authorities (for
school, birth registration, and so on).

Reclamation, 2005. Screen print on paper,
70 x 100 cm
Footprints on Robben Island (detail), c. 2000

The experience of listening to music involves both the music maker/s and the
listener/s. Similarly, there is dialogue between a work of visual art, the artist and
her/his audience. My return, again and again, to Lionel Davis’ images of prison
life on Robben Island peels away layers of meaning. Buried within what may at
first glance appear to be simple practices of visual representation, a far more
complex evocation and set of narratives emerges. This essay explores how the
artist as autobiographer is revealed and concealed in this body of work.
Davis’ Robben Island work is not prolific, certainly not as much as his posters
era, or his meditations on ordinary life. I have often wondered about this
reticence; whether it is the weight of the historical narrative, or the weight of
the overwhelming meta-narrative2 which diminishes the individual story as it
transposes the past into the present, or whether it is Davis’ refusal to submit
to the burdensome singular identity and the obfuscatory nature of the identity
of ‘victim’/ ‘prisoner’. The closer one examines this work, the “historical truths”
in all of their contradictions and complexities emerge. The personal/collective,
resilience/enduring pain, and the presence of the present/past is distilled in
discrete insertions of names, hand-written text, and the delicate rendering of a
self-portrait or sketch.
It is Depelchin who says that historians writing histories of Africa have failed
dismally where the fiction writer has succeeded.3 The fiction writer blends what
is historical fact into nuanced, referential, contradictory and powerful multiple
narratives and voices.4 In a feminist critique of autobiography, a Nietzschean
perspective on “writing as an enabling force in the creation of the plural self, one
that thrives on multiplicity and ambiguity”5 is encouraged and desired. Further
to this, Sarah Brophy and Janice Hladki argue that, “premised on affective
engagement and self-reflexivity for their efficacy, visual autobiographies call
attention to the cultural assumptions that structure how embodied life histories
and memories are communicated.”6 And this, I wish to argue, is present in
Davis’ work. His refusal to monopolise pain or have his life defined only through
his pain. His refusal to be ‘victim’ without erasing the abject pain, poverty
and struggle of life. And his refusal of the meta-narrative of the hero, rather
transforming it into hero-ordinary capable of extraordinary acts of kindness
and humaneness. He effectively does so through rendering and repeated
juxtaposition of struggles other than his or his generation’s own in textual and
graphic insertions.
Equal parts word and graphic, Footprints on Robben Island (c. 2000) is rendered
visceral when placed within the context of knowing that during Davis’ years
of incarceration the written word was largely censored, restricted and a tool
for punitive punishments by the prison authorities. The attempts at crushing
self-worth and pride by Prison Services through exchanging names for prisoner
numbers, and a continuation of dehumanising colonial practices of re-naming7
informs the artist’s obsession with the word and naming. In an interview
conducted between the author and the artist in 2016, Davis emphasises his deep
desire to write and document life. An echo of what was known in the 11 years
of working with him as a colleague, Davis scribbling, isolating himself from
pervading noise and simply writing down thoughts and memories.
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Often forgotten, the narratives of the earliest prisoners to the Island, peoples
of the first nation of South Africa (for whom titles such as ‘resistance fighters’,
‘terrorists’, or ‘guerrillas’ came too late in historical iterations of liberation), have
been reduced to footnotes within a more immediate narrative of struggle for
democracy in South Africa. Their footprints are juxtaposed with an assertion of
place with indigenous names reclaimed but weighted down by the symbolism of
the ball and chain, and the taunting words, “Jou god het by die hek omgedraai.”8
The detail of a shadow of a Robben Island map on the right hand side dated
1894 evokes the continuity of oppression from colonial times which entrenched
and perpetuated the existing divisions on the mainland according to race,
class and health. The insertion of this map into Davis’ visual narrative creates a
layering and deeply nuanced evocation of suffering beyond the better known
recent past and its indivisibility from the present. The absence of Davis in this
print is echoed by the presence of the words spoken to him by prison warders.
The violence of these words, loaded with threat and insinuation are the
antithesis of the Prison Services motto at the time; “we serve with pride,” painted
atop the arch of the Island’s through road from the harbour.
The title Welcome to Robben Island (1994) is a quintessentially ironic statement of
pain. Prisoners are shown packed into the bottom of the Dias, much as enslaved
peoples would have been ferried across oceans, with destinations unknown
and unimaginable. The only thing that is known is the brutal separation from
home. Here Davis recalls the generations who have encountered the violence
of separation, forced labour and solitary confinement on the Island. The bars of
the prison at the centre of the linocut evoke the lines between the narratives
of the lives of those reflected on. The use of black and white unifies a myriad
of narratives. Stark and yet with exquisite detail, each face (except that of the
warder) is given character and substance. The contents of B Section, one of the
solitary confinement sections of the prison, are illuminated through contrast and
a light being shed on the single table, and the bucket which served as a toilet.
Even so, the prominence of the figure playing guitar in the centre of the drawing,
his carefully lined face and posture radiating a hope and humanity not unlike
that expressed by the symbolic images of the trance cave drawings (bottom
right) and the priest just above them, is an evocation of the ways in which the
spirit restores, holds fast unto itself and remains resilient. Davis refers to the need
to play and the desire to dream being inextricably linked to granting oneself
permission to do so.9 This work foregrounds the experience of the individual,
that which is highly personal, whilst simultaneously alluding to stories of a much
larger humanity who remain confined through discrimination and war. Davis
captures beautifully Egan’s thesis in dialogic autobiography, that “the politics of
autobiography are more than personal and extend into the desire for change
beyond any individual life in question.”10
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Afrikaans expression that translates
as “Your God has turned back at the
gate”, i.e. abandoned you.
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Lionel Davis, interview by Deirdre
Prins-Solani, 2016.

10 Susanna Egan, Mirror Talk: Genres of
crisis in contemporary autobiography
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1999), 225, 229.

Aside from the painful acknowledgement of separation from wives, girlfriends
(no mention of boyfriends), very little in the prison narratives speaks to the
sexual identities and lives of prisoners. Yet, the brutalisation of the body and
torture of the spirit was often meted out through interventions: granting/denying
permission for visits, warders falsely writing letters between prisoners and loved
ones on the mainland, and the prison censors office withholding correspondence.
Physical abuse through ‘carry ons’ (strip searches using batons to force prisoners
to run naked through prison warders lines) would take place arbitrarily with
elders and young alike. A cultural evisceration – as no elder was to be naked
before a young man. The ‘gaze’ of the warders, all white, reducing black men to
objects not beings.
In Blues for an Islander (1994) Davis iterates the layers of complexity in sexual
identity in various ways (including in its absence). He depicts male prisoners
being paraded naked for a medical inspection under the gaze of the white
warders and doctors, invariably male. The beauty of the black body is
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THE ARTIST AS AUTOBIOGRAPHER

Welcome to Robben Island, 1994. Linocut on paper, 28.2 x 39 cm
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obliterated. Yet, despite the presence of prison brutality, forms of intimacy
prevailed. Relationships of intimacy and friendship between prisoners evolved
deeply, and are beautifully spoken about in the written autobiographies of
Ahmed Kathrada, Nelson Mandela, and Walter Sisulu, as well as in Simon
Nkoli’s novel/biography. The complexity of this inextricable relationship
between violence and intimacy is demonstrated in Davis’ rendering of almost
stereotypical and clumsy (in its simplicity) images of black women, with backs
bent, waiting, walking and carrying. These empathetic representations of black
women are juxtaposed uncomfortably with the book Black Beauty which
was banned (despite ironically, or rather absurdly, being about a horse!), and
Keur, a magazine for white Afrikaans women. Davis presents Keur as if it is a
pornographic magazine, a reminder of how the apartheid authorities wielded
a repressive Calvinist and conservative theology against sexual expression and
identity, with images of white women heavily censored. Davis’ mock biblical
commandment “Thou Shalt Look at Naked Blacks Only’ highlights the absurdity
of apartheid’s ‘morality’. The insertion and strikethrough of Langston Hughes’
words “Hold fast to dreams for if dreams die…”11 could be read to include dreams
of the intimate, of love which in the prison context was a vulnerability that
would more likely than not be met with punishment and pain. And the image of
the guitarist returns, looms large…
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Langston Hughes, Dreams, (c. 1921-26).
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Siyagoduka is isiXhosa for ‘we are
going home’. Huistoe is Afrikaans for
‘go home’ (or ‘going home’).
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Hybrid Afrikaans/English phrase for
‘you must watch out for Poqo’. Poqo
was the armed wing of the Pan African Congress.
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Dylan Thomas, Light Breaks Where
No Sun Shines (1934).
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Proteas, part of the fynbos family,
are endemic to the Western Cape.
They need fire in which to germinate
and render new flowers.
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Lionel Davis, interview by Deirdre
Prins-Solani, 2016.

Images of the Island and its brutal memories lurk powerfully in Robben Island
Remembered (1994), even as the ‘release’ from prison is celebrated with the
celebratory phrases “Siyagoduka! Huistoe!”12 images of the ferry arriving on the
mainland and the single King Protea in a vase are juxtaposed with the ever
present threat exemplified by the words “jy moet vir POQO watch.”13 Reading
this whole piece, including the evocative poem by Dylan Thomas,14 in the
context of Davis’ release from prison into house arrest, and from prison into the
imprisoned society which was South Africa under apartheid, is complex. It elicits
an ache for which the single Protea acts as balm and reminder of home and the
continuity of life and death, and hope through pain.15
More than any other piece reflected on here, Robben Island Remembered
resonates the most with Davis’ posit that “making art came to me as healing.”16
The composite act of holding together the pain, the joy, freedom and
imprisonment is treated with delicate care. Delineations between narratives in
the other works in this series are less pronounced, with characters and places
merging more fluidly. The multiplicity of narratives, the density of images and the
contradictions and dialogue between individual images within one single piece
reflects the identity of the artist as autobiographer.
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Blues for an Islander, 1994. Linocut on paper, 28.5 x 39.5 cm
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Lionel Davis addressing tour groups, Robben Island, c. 1998. Photographs courtesy of Lionel Davis
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Robben Island Remembered, 1994. Linocut on paper, 28 x 39 cm
Blues for an Islander (detail), 1994
Reclamation (detail), 2005
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